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FACTS 
Even in 2018 you can count on the german metal-institution WOLFEN! And they've got great news! 
 
The line-up is finally complete again. After both drummer Holger Bloempott and long-time guitarist 
Björn Grüne left the band for private and family reasons, new band member is now former interim 
drummer Siegfried Grütz, who's already been causing sensation with Brainfever back in the '80s. 
The band had another lucky shot with their new second guitarist. 
They were able to get Andreas Doetsch to join them, widely known with his solo project as „Andi 
the wicked“ and from his work in bands like Steelpreacher. 
 
After their „Evilution“ tour in 2014-2016 with more than 50 concerts (including an Europe tour with 
Grave Digger), it got a little more quiet around the band. Only a few selected gigs were played, due 
to the training of the new band members. With the new line-up the band's showing themselves in 
their most mature form, as they prove on their latest album „Rise Of The Lycans“. 
 
This is the sixth album in the band's career and contains all typical WOLFEN trademarks and much 
more. It is way more powerful than it's predecessors, making it an actual Melodic Powermetal 
album with Thrash influences. Furthermore, an utopian concept story stretching over four songs 
was composed. All songs are full of the characteristic vocals, a very powerful rhythm section and 
some extraordinary guitar-work, which has always played a huge role in the band's sound. After the 
quintet gained new uplift through their „comeback album“„Chapter IV“ and its successor „Evilution“, 
also thanks to the terrific feedback from the online press, continuation seemed to be the only right 
and logical step! The outcome can be seen as the peak of the band's current creative period and 
encapsulates all of their facets. 
Everything's rounded up with a killer production by Martin Buchwalter from the Gernhart Studios! 
Even if it may sound worn out: The band sounds as good as never before!!! 
 
Now each of them is full of energy again and hungers to get back on stage in summer 2018, giving 
everything they've got! 
 
With this in mind… 
 
THE WOLFEN IS ALWAYS GONNA GET YA! 

 
 
 

TRACKLISTING 
1. Rebirth Of The Regulators 

2. Genetic Sleepers 
3. Forgotten Dreams 

4. Xenophobia 
5. Science & Religion 

6. Timekeeper 
7. Rise Of The Lycans 

8. Succubus 
9. New World Order 

Total Playing Time: 54:52 min 

Diskografie 
1. No Sleep 'til Blindfold (1997, 

Demo) 
2. Demo 98 (1998, Demo) 
3. Apocalyptic Waltz (1999, Demo) 
4. Don't Trust the White (2001) 
5. Humanity... Sold Out! (2004) 
6. The Truth Behind (2006) 
7. Chapter IV (2012) 
8. Evilution (2015, CD and Vinyl) 
9. Humanity...Sold Out! / Don't 

Trust The White (2018, 2 CD's, 
Rerelease) 

LINE-UP 
Andreas von Lipinksi – vocals  

Frank J. Noras – guitars 
Nicolas Filter – bass 

Andreas Doetsch - guitars 
Sigfried Grütz – drums 

 
Special guests: 

Chris Boltendahl (Timekeeper) – vocals 

Web: 
www.wolfen-metal.de/ 

www.facebook.com/wolfenmetal 

www.reverbnation.com/wolfenofficial 

www.myspace.com/wolfenmetal 
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